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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we have obtained inclusion among Euler sequence spaces by establish- 
ing inequalities in Orlicz-Luxemburg norm. Our first result generalizes a result of Chandra and 
Mohapatra [1, Theorem 4]. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let w be the vector space of sequences ofall real or complex numbers. All operations on sequences 
will be coordinate-wise. [[. lip (0 < p _< c~) will be the usual norm for the sequence space Ip. 
Ces£ro sequence spaces were discussed by Shiue [2] and Leibowitz [3]. Topological vector space 
properties of pull-back sequence spaces have been studied by Johnson and Mohapatra [4-6]. 
Orlicz sequence spaces and modular sequence spaces of the nonabsolute type were studied by 
Ng [7] and Ng and Lee [8]. Wang [9] considered a generalization of Ces£ro sequence spaces and 
introduced NSrlund sequence spaces. Rhodes [10] has generalized the above-mentioned results 
of Leibowitz [3] and Wang [9] for BK spaces. Subsequently Leibowitz [11] studied Hausdorff 
sequence spaces by retaining the target space lp, and allowing the mapping matrix to be a totally 
regular Hausdorff matrix (see [12] for definitions). Recalling an inequality for Hansdorff means by 
Hardy [12], we can conclude that lp is a subspace of the Hausdorff sequence space for 1 < p <_ c~ 
when 
f0 
1 < c~ 
t-1/pd#(t) 
# being a Borel probability measure on [0, 1] for which #(0) = 0. Matrix operators on lp have 
been considered by Borwein and Jakimovski [13]. NSrlund operators as bounded operators on lp 
and related results have been considered by Borwein and Cass [14] and Cass and Kratz [15]. 
Love [16, 17] has generalized Hardy's inequalities for Ip and Orlicz sequence spaces. Chandra and 
Mohapatra [1] extended the results of Rhodes [10] and considered Euler matrices as operators 
on lp. 
The object of this paper is to extend some of the results of Chandra and Mohapatra by estab- 
lishing inequalities for convex functions and establish inclusion among sequence spaces obtained 
as inverse images of Euler transformations of Ip. 
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o£ ( )To kxk and (,,) 
k=0 
k=n 
We shall prove the following theorems, and in Section 3, we shall use these results to derive 
inclusion among some sequence spaces. Precisely, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let ¢ be a real-valued, nonnegative, convex function and 0 < s < r. Then for any 
natural number N >_ O, 
N ( l+r~ N 
E ¢(e(nr)¢x)) < \1 + sJ E ¢ (e~)(x)) " (1.3) 
r t=0 n=0 
The constant on the right side of (1.3) is best possible. 
Remarks  
If ¢(u) = [u[ p, 1 < p < c~, then we obtain 
COROLLARY 1. (see [1]). Let 1 <_ p < oo and 0 < s < r. Then 
<( l+r~ 1/p 
Ile r)llP- \T-$-;s/ Ile 8)(x)llp" (1.4) 
If ¢(u) = exp(u) then from Theorem 1, we can deduce the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let 0 < s < r, then, for any natural number N, 
N ( l+r~ N 
Eexp(e(nr)(x)) -< \T -~ss/  Eexp  (e(nS)(x)) " (1.5) 
n~0 n=0 
THEOREM 2. Let ~ be a real-valued, nonnegative convex function and r >_ O. Then 
oo  oo  
E ¢ ((1 +r)  E(r)(x)) <_ (1 +r )E  ¢(xn), (1.6) 
n=0 n-----0 
for xn _> 0. 
/f  ¢(u) = u p, p > 1, then (1.6) yields Corollary 3. 
COROLLARY 3. For 1 <_ p < oo, xn >_ O, 
IIE(J)(x)llp < (1 + r) /P'llxllp, 
where 1/p + 1/p t = 1. 
An Orlicz function is any continuous convex function ~ : (0, oo) ~ (0, oc) for which ¢(0+) = 0. 
Such a function is strictly increasing and has a continuous inverse ¢-1 : (0, oo) --* (0, oo). Let the 
domain of the Orlicz function ¢ be extended to the complex plane by ¢(z) = ¢([zl) and ¢(0) = 0, 
where z is a complex number and [z I is its modulus. 
Orlicz-Luxemburg norm of a complex-vaiued sequence s = {s~} is given by 
11811 = inf k > 0:  E An ¢ _< 1 , (1.7) 
1'z=0 
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for a fixed Orlicz function ¢ and fixed )% > 0. One can show that Isnl < ttnl for all n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  
implies Ilsll _< Iltll. Thus the norm defined by (1.7) is monotonic. 
If ¢(t) = t p (p >_ 1), then (1.7) reduces to 
a weighted lp norm. 
Our result in Orlicz-Luxemburg norm is an analogue of a theorem of Love [17]. 
THEOREM 3. For 0 < s < r, 
(1  + r~ Ile ')(x)ll, Ife( r)(x)ll 
where I1" II in (1.8) is the Or]icz-Luxemburg norm. 
2. PROOF OF  OUR THEOREMS 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. From the definitions of {e~,(x)} given in (1.1) 
Xn=~-~(~)(--r)J(1-}-r)Je~r)(x). 
j=0 
Thus, 
If we set 
e (r) (x) = (1 + r) -n 
= (1 + r) -n 
= (1 + r) -n 
r"-k E (--s)k-J(1 + s)3 e~ 8>(x) 
k=O j=O 
(~.) (1 + s)Je~S)(x)~ (nk-~)r  n-k (-s) k-j 
j=0 k=j 
~-~(~)(i+s)J(r-s)n-Je~')(x). 
j=O 
t:=(1 + s)/(1 + r), 
then (1 - t) = (r - s)/(1 + r) and consequently, from (2.2), we obtain 
e(~r)(x)=~-~,(9)tJ(1-t)'~-Je}8)(x). 
j=0 
By Jensen's inequality applied to (2.4), we get 
j=0 
since 
CAiqi4A 30:316-Z 
~ (~) t J (1 -  t)'~-J = (t + l - t)n = l. 
3=0 
(1.8) 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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Now, summing both sides of (2.6) from n = 0 to n = N, 
Z * -< 
n=0 n :0  j=O 
N 
= ~t~¢ 
j=O 
n 
< ~-~¢¢ 
j=O 
This completes the proof of (1.3). 
N 
n=j  
1 N 
' - ' - '  = 7 E* • 
j=O 
To see the constant is best possible, take ¢(u) = u p and choose {xn} such that 
4r)(=) = (n + 1) -1/p-*, 
and let ~ approach zero. For details see [1, Proof of Theorem 4]. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. For (1.2), we get 
k=n 
Since 
r~-~(1 + ~)-k = (1 + r), 
k=n 
( l+r )E ( r ) (x )=( l+r )£  (k)r(k-n' 1( +r)-kxk. 
k :n  
By Jensen's inequality, 
k=n 
oo 
E¢( (1  +r) E(r)(x)) < (1 +r )  
n=0 
= (I + r) 
= (1 + r) 
Hence 
E E rk-n(1 + r)-kC(xk) 
n=0 k=n 
c~ k 
k=0 n=0 
oo 
k=0 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. From (1.7), the Orlicz-Luxemburg norm of {e~,(x)} is given by 
Ile(r)(x)ll inf k > 0: EAn¢ <: 1 . 
it----0 
Using (2.4), Jensen's inequality and proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1, we get 
IId.r)(x)ll < ~-~,n f  k > 0: ~ ~.¢ < 1 = (1 + 8) " (=)11. 
n=0 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.1o) 
Let  
and 
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3. INCLUSION RELATIONS 
c (q) = {x • (eY)( Jxl)} • 
- E (q) = {x e {e(Z)(x)} • tp} 
From Theorem 1, we get 
COROLLARY 4. For 1 < p ~_ oo, 0 < s < r, 
387 
lp C_ Cp (s) C Cp (r), (3.1) 
and 
lp C_ a - Ep (8) C a - Cp (r) . (3.2) 
The  dens i ty  of  f initely non-zero sequences, sect ional  convergence,  local convex i ty  and com- 
p leteness of  Ep (r) can be deduced by careful ly appeal ing to results of Johnson  and Mohapat ra  
(see [4-6]). 
Using the  def in i t ion of  E (r) (x), one can define a sequence space normed by the  lp norm of E (r) . 
By  Theorem 2 that  sequence space contains lp as a subspace. 
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